Introduction

The main objective of this study was to evaluate factors influencing the durability of the joints in portland cement concrete pavement in the state of Indiana.

The scope of the research included the evaluation of the absorption of water in concrete, the absorption of deicing solutions in concrete, the relationship between the degree of saturation and concrete deterioration, and the role of Soy Methyl Esters (SME) as a potential concrete sealant.

The aforementioned items were studied in conjunction with the observation of premature joint deterioration in concrete pavements. Previous work by the PI identified that deteriorating joints were observed to frequently have standing water and damaged joint sealant. This work was conducted to better understand the potential mechanisms responsible for joint deterioration, a series of mortars were tested that are consistent with the mortar fraction of concrete paving mixtures.

The first portion of the work examined the role of deicing salt solutions on the wetting and drying behavior of concrete elements. The second portion of the work examined the concept of the degree of fluid saturation and its relationship with freeze-thaw damage. The final portion of the work examined the potential use of penetrating concrete sealers (like soy methyl esters) to reduce water absorption and the corresponding freeze-thaw damage.

Findings

The following conclusions can be drawn:

- The rate of fluid absorption (i.e., deicing salt solutions) was related to the square root of ratio of surface tension and viscosity. Salt solutions have a slower rate of absorption than plain water.
- It was also observed that concrete previously exposed to deicing salts also exhibited an altered rate of water absorption. This implies that field concretes can exhibit altered absorption properties depending on previous exposure to salt solutions.
- It was observed that salts altered the equilibrium relative humidity of the solution. As such, concrete containing deicing solutions will not dry (i.e., reduce mass due to water loss) until the humidity is lower than the equilibrium relative humidity of the salt solution. This suggests that concrete in the presence of a salt solution may become preferentially saturated.
- The degree of saturation of the concrete was related to freeze-thaw damage. Specifically, mortars with different air contents were examined. Once this critical degree of saturation was reached freeze-thaw damage was inevitable. Acoustic emission measurements showed that the mortar began to deteriorate for samples where the degree of saturation exceeded 86% saturation. The damage occurred rapidly and took only a few cycles to show substantial degradation.
- The work suggests that absorption testing should be used to determine the degree of saturation which can be used to estimate the time to reach a critical degree of saturation.
- While entrained air was observed to slow the time to reach a critical degree of saturation, this critical degree of saturation could not be avoided.
- Penetrating concrete sealers (like soy methyl esters) reduce water absorption and the corresponding freeze-thaw damage. While absorption testing was able to show the benefits of sealers, differences were observed regarding the influence of sealer composition.
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Implementation Recommendations

The results of this investigation indicate that fluid ingress at the joints in plain jointed cement concrete pavements can lead to deterioration caused by freezing and thawing.

It is believed that the joints will contain an high salt concentration as the deicing solutions are held at the joints if they cannot drain. The results demonstrate that salt in the solution can alter the viscosity and can slow the rate of saturation. Despite a slower ingress, deicing solutions can also alter the drying rate limiting or preventing the amount of drying that can occur at the concrete joints.

Absorption tests on mortar without air entrainment reached a critical degree of saturation after only 4 to 5 months; however air entrained systems reached a critical degree of saturation after approximately 6 years. Soy Methyl Ester – Polystyrene blends (SME-PS) alter the rate of fluid absorption and reduce the potential for freeze-thaw damage.

It is recommended that the design of longitudinal and transverse joints in portland cement concrete pavements in Indiana be reconsidered. When considering only the durability of the concrete joint it appears that removing the conventional sealant and sealing the concrete with a penetrating sealer may extend the life of the joint. The redesign of the joint however also considers the potential for incompressible materials to enter the joint. Further the redesign of the joint requires that the subgrade is able to function properly with additional fluid that may come through the joint.
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